ABSTRACT In vehicular networks, safety applications allow people to avoid hazardous situations based on the state of the vehicles in their proximity. Such proximity awareness is realized by allowing each vehicle to collect safety messages called beacons, which are periodically and locally broadcasted from its neighboring vehicles. Hence, the reliability of beacon transmissions is a crucial factor that makes safety applications effective in practice. Particularly, in respect of avoiding risky situations, lossy and scarce vehicular channel should be utilized primarily for reliable delivery of beacons from neighboring vehicles, which are more likely to cause dangerous situations such as collision. However, without consideration to such a requirement of safety applications, existing retransmission schemes treat every vehicles equally and are focusing on improving the retransmission performance in terms of loss recovery. In this paper, we therefore propose a new network coding-based repetition scheme called Context-Aware Network COded REpetition (CANCORE) for maximizing the effectiveness of safety applications. Using knowledge of contextual information (i.e., position, heading, and so on) of vehicles, CANCORE generates coded repetitions allowing more receivers to acquire beacons useful for avoiding impending dangerous situations. Our simulation study verified that CANCORE outperforms existing schemes in terms of its impact on the application-level performance (i.e., the accuracy of proximity awareness).
I. INTRODUCTION
In vehicular ad-hoc networks, vehicles periodically exchange a safety message called beacon with their neighbors. The beacon message typically carries information on the state of vehicle such as position of vehicle, velocity, heading information, and other safety-related information (This task of advertising the presence of a vehicle to its neighboring vehicles is usually called ''beaconing''). Hence, active safety applications installed on the vehicle can continuously track the state of the vehicles in their proximity, and help drivers avoid hazardous situations through notifications or mechanical reactions [1] . The representative examples of such applications are cooperative collision warning (CCW), overtaking vehicle warning (OVW), and cooperative glare reduction (CGR), and so on [2] .
The performance of safety applications is mainly affected by the reliability of beacon transmissions. However, the reliable transmission of a beacon message is a challenging issue in VANETs because vehicular environments have lossy and fast fading characteristics. In particular, loss recovery should be completed within the short lifetime of beacons (i.e., 100ms) since information contained in beacon messages is valid only within the lifetime. Therefore, several repetitionbased retransmission schemes have been proposed to meet such requirements on timeliness and reliability of broadcasting. In repetition-based retransmission schemes, a sender repeats the transmission of the same beacon message several times within a short duration in order to allow neighboring vehicles to have multiple chances to recover the lost packet in time. However, since excessive retransmissions may deepen channel congestion which in turn increases the probability of packet loss due to collision, traffic load derived from retransmissions should be maintained in a certain adequate level.
Recently, several repetition schemes based on network coding (NC) have been proposed to address such a channel congestion problem [3] - [5] . In these schemes, in order to reduce the number of retransmissions required for loss recovery, two native beacon packets are combined into a single XOR-ed packet (hereinafter, called 'coded packet') and each vehicle transmits the coded packet instead of transmitting each native packet separately. Hence, assuming that a receiver had one native packet (denoted by P 1 ) but not the other one (denoted by P 2 ), it recovers P 2 by XORing P 1 and the received coded packet (=P 1 ⊕P 2 ) [6] . However, if a receiver had already received both two native packets, it is a waste of network resources. On the other hand, if a receiver did not receive both two native packets, it cannot extract the new packet which it did not have before from the coded packet. This overhead caused by coded repetition is called coding overhead, and existing NC-based repetition schemes have focused on reducing the overhead as much as possible. In particular, they tried to make more neighbors which have only one of two native packets to receive the coded packet.
According to the simulation results observed in [3] - [5] , the existing schemes could improve the reliability of beacon delivery by eliminating the coding overhead, and they also could extend the coverage of beaconing as an unintended side effect. However, since the main purpose of beaconing is to allow a vehicle to recognize its neighbors within its transmission range, it is not necessary to relay the beacon out of the original transmission range. Unnecessary extension of the beacon coverage causes a waste of scarce channel resources. In particular, from the perspective of the safety applications, information contained in the beacon message originated from neighbor vehicles one-hop away from the receiver is not useful for detecting an impending dangerous situation such as collision. Furthermore, in most of active safety applications in vehicular environments such as CCW, OVW, and CGR, vehicles are relatively more interested in the states of vehicles in front of them than those of vehicles behind them. Nevertheless, without consideration to such requirements of safety applications, existing repetition schemes treat every neighboring vehicles equally and have focused on minimizing the coding overhead as much as possible.
Therefore, we propose a new Context-Aware Network COded REpetition (CANCORE) scheme in this paper, whose goal is to meeting the needs of the safety application while reducing coding overhead as much as possible. Using knowledge of contextual information (i.e. position, heading, etc.) of vehicles, CANCORE selects two native packets that are XORed into a coded packet. Particularly, in order to contribute much to improving beacon delivery ratio with a limited number of coded repetitions, CANCORE prevents beacon messages from being relayed beyond the original transmission range by limiting the maximum distance between the sender and the source of the selected native packet. Furthermore, CANCORE attempts to help vehicles acquire beacons from neighbors in front of them as many as possible through coded repetitions.
The key contributions of this paper are: 1) this is the first work to design a NC-based repetition considering context awareness. 2) in order to apply context awareness to repetition, a novel distance-based method for generating a coded repetition is proposed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we summarize existing NC-based repetition schemes. Our proposed CANCORE scheme is described in Section III, followed by performance evaluations in Section IV. Finally, some conclusion remarks are drawn in Section V. 
II. RELATED WORKS
Yang and Guo [3] first proposed an approach of NC-based repetition and their scheme is called Coded Cooperative Broadcasting (CCB). In order to reduce the coding overheads, CCB utilizes the position-based heuristic method in the process of selecting beacons that are going to be coded into a single repetition: one is from the farthest node in the sender's moving direction and the other is from the farthest node in the opposite direction. The purpose of CCB is to extend the delivery range of beacon messages via these cooperative broadcasting methods. As shown in Fig. 1 , a beacon message is transmitted to the multi-hop by network coding, thus a vehicle A which is located outside the transmission range of the beacon originator B can also receive the beacon message. According to the simulation results in [3] , CCB showed a better performance in terms of reception rate and delay. However, CCB was not effective in eliminating the coding overheads due to the lack of enough information to assist the selection for beacons.
Feedback-based Coded Repetition(FCR) proposed by Wu et al. [4] is an enhanced version of CCB and mainly focusing on eliminating the coding overheads by adopting a feedback-based method for selecting beacons. In FCR, each vehicle collects feedback from its neighbors and exploits the collected information in the selection process. To enable the exchange of feedbacks, FCR allows each vehicle to calculate the beacon reception rate (BRR) toward each of its neighbors based on the analysis of the sequence number of the received messages. The BRR value is continuously updated and is used to select preferred candidates. After determining the set of candidates, vehicles share the candidate information with their neighbors. Finally, each vehicle can collect preferred candidates from its neighbors and utilize them for selecting two beacons that are to be combined and sent. FCR's selection strategy allows more neighbors who received a coded packet to have only one of two native packets. The simulation results indicates that FCR outperformed CCB in terms of reducing the coding overheads.
CCB and FCR contributed to increase the efficiency of a single repetition by eliminating coding overheads, but both protocols cause the side effect of extending the coverage of beacon transmissions. However, the original purpose of beaconing is to allow a sender to advertise its presence to its neighbors within its transmission range. Therefore, the unnecessary coverage extension should be prevented because it wastes scarce channel resources. Instead, the channel resource should be utilized solely for the reliable delivery of beacons within a given coverage, which is the goal of our CANCORE scheme. In addition, a NC-based repetition scheme called Network Coded Repetition (NCR) was proposed by Wang and Hassan [5] . In NCR, a sender S selects a nearest neighbors N in a predefined direction and generate a coded packet by XORing its own beacon and N 's beacon. Thus, a beacon of S can be retransmitted redundantly by two nodes, S itself and its nearest neighbor in a specific direction. Fig. 2 shows the basic operation of NCR. The vehicle S selects two closest neighbor vehicle A and B in the predefined direction and generates two coded packets: P S ⊕P A , P S ⊕P B . Therefore, the number of retransmissions is doubled in NCR compared to other repetition schemes.
However, although the redundancy is helpful for increasing the reliability of transmission, neighbors are likely to fail to receive the transmissions from both S and its nearest neighbor when the distance between them is small. Therefore, NCR is not effective for increasing the reliability of transmission between vehicles located far away from each other especially in dense environments. Furthermore, the authors of NCR did not consider how to reduce the coding overhead.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME A. OVERVIEW OF CANCORE
Typically, two issues are raised in designing NC-based repetition protocols: 1) which two beacons are coded into one repetition and 2) how often the repetitions are generated. CANCORE focuses on the first issue. Regarding the second one, like existing schemes, CANCORE allows a sender to perform a coded repetition k times after its original beacon transmission and regards k as a system parameter. Fig. 3 illustrates the system model where a typical two-way road segment is considered. We assume that vehicles above the center line move in a rightward direction and vehicles below the center line move in a leftward direction. Each vehicle is equipped with GPS and the digital map, and it can identify the area of the road (called covered area) covered by its transmission range based on its location and the digital map [7] - [9] . If a vehicle does not have the digital map, it can heuristically determine whether neighbor vehicles are within target region or not by analyzing the direction vector and locations of itself and its vehicles. For example, each vehicle can determine that a neighbor vehicle, which moves in opposite direction and gets farther away from itself, is in region Q2.
The covered area of a specific sender BO (Beacon Originator) can be divided into four regions as shown in Figure 3 : the area is first divided into two parts by the center line, and each part is further divided into two regions by the line through BO that is perpendicular to the center line.
The lifetime of beacon is equal to the beacon interval and each vehicle discards the beacon whose lifetime is expired. We assumed that beacon interval is set to 100ms suggested by the Vehicle Safety Communications Consortium(VSCC). In addition, as stated in Section I, vehicles are relatively more interested in the status of vehicles (hereinafter, called 'front vehicles') ahead of them than that of vehicles behind them. Hence, in this paper, we assume that vehicles regard only beacons from their front vehicles as useful information. Under this system model, CANCORE is designed to minimize the coding overhead while meeting the following two conditions.
• Condition 1: vehicles should acquire beacons from front vehicles as many as possible through coded repetitions.
• Condition 2: vehicles should acquire beacons from neighbors within the transmission range as many as possible through coded repetitions.
According to propagation characteristics of radio frequency signals, the probability of receiving a packet increases with decreasing distance between the sender and receiver. Hence, in Fig. 3 , since a vehicle within Q1 and Q3 can receive beacons from its front vehicles more reliably than BO, BO is hard to generate a coded packet useful to vehicles within Q1 and Q3. On the other hand, BO can receive beacons from vehicles within Q1 and Q4 more reliably than vehicles within Q2, and BO can also receive beacons from vehicles within Q2 and Q3 more reliably than vehicles within Q4. Therefore, BO can effectively generate a coded packet useful to vehicles within Q2 and Q4 (hereinafter, called 'TargetRegions'). Base on this observations, in order to meet Condition 1, 3506 VOLUME 5, 2017 CANCORE restricts the intended recipients of coded repetitions to vehicles within the TargetRegions. Even if we assume that BO moves in opposite direction over the road above the center line, BO can provide vehicles within Q2 and Q4 with a beacon useful for them through coded repetitions. Note that vehicles within the TargetRegions are called target vehicles in the rest of this paper.
Given target regions, a sender should generate a coded packet useful to as many target vehicles as possible in order to minimize the coding overhead while meeting Condition 1. To achieve this goal, in CANCORE, a sender assigns a score to each of beacons it holds, and it finally selects the most appropriate two beacons based on the scores of beacons according to the following subsection.
B. CALCULATION OF CODING SCORE
CANCORE allows a sender to assign a higher score to a beacon b if b is owned by more vehicles over the target region toward the source of the beacon (denoted by src(b)). At the same time, the lower score is assigned to b as more vehicles over the other TargetRegion own b. If a sender knows which beacons each neighbor maintains, it can exactly calculate the scores of beacons. However, it cannot collect such information without exchanging control messages. In particular, the message overhead increases with the vehicle density. As in FCR, although a sender can make a decision on selecting beacons based on the partial information, degradation in the accuracy of decision is unavoidable.
In addition, as stated in Section II, FCR allows each vehicle to select preferred candidates based on BRR. However, due to the fast fading and Doppler spread, the channel quality in vehicular networks dynamically varies over time at a small time scale. Experimental studies show that the channel coherence time can be as small as a few milliseconds or even a few hundred micro seconds in vehicular environments [10] . Therefore, FCR cannot be effective in vehicular environments. Consequently, CANCORE uses the distance-based heuristic approach for rating beacons without exchanging control messages and measuring channel status.
The probability of successfully receiving a packet is inversely proportional to the distance between the sender and receiver. Hence, the measure of how many vehicles within a given region can successively receive a beacon b can be represented as the sum of reciprocals of distances between src(b) and vehicles within the region, where the distance is normalized by the maximum distance (i.e., the transmission range). Accordingly, if the set of vehicles within target regions is given to the sender, it calculates the score of each beacon b according to Equation (1) . In Equation (1) 
Under the assumption that the scores of beacons are updated consistently according to the above-mention method, each vehicle constructs a coded packets (i.e., P 1 ⊕P 2 ) by combining two native beacons selected based on two rules, Rule 1 and 2. Rule 1 minimizes the coding overhead by allowing more target vehicles to have only one of P 1 and P 2 when they received the coded packet (i.e., P 1 ⊕P 2 ). If the scores of multiple beacons may have the same value so that CANCORE applies the Rule 2 for breaking the tie. The rationale behind Rule 2 is to keep the average freshness of beacons collected at vehicles as high as possible.
• Rule 1: choose one naive packet from each direction and in each direction choose one with the highest score
• Rule 2: Among beacons with the same score, the higher priority is given to the beacon arrived earlier In addition, as src(P 1 ) and src(P 2 ) are located further away from each other, more receivers are likely to acquire beacons from vehicles outside their transmission ranges. Therefore, CANCORE limits the distance between the sender and the source of a selected native beacon in order to meet Condition 2. The limitation of the distance is described in following subsection.
C. RESTRICTION OF UNNECESSARY COVERAGE EXTENSION
As described subsection III-b, the proposed beacon selection method can minimize the coding overhead, however the unnecessary coverage extension of beacon is not considered yet. Assume that a node A receiving coded packet b1⊕b2 has already have only b1 and is located more than 1 hop away from src(b2). In this case, although the node A can obtain new native packet b2 however, information contained in b1 cannot play a key role for avoiding impending dangerous situations.
Therefore, we defines the maximum allowable distance (MAD) which restrict geographical distance between the BO and the source of each selected beacon in order to maximize the beacon reception rate of one hop neighbors. In a coded beacon selection process, the nodes located out of MAD are excluded. The default value of MAD can be given as network parameter and the MAD value is updated periodically. (In this paper, the default MAD is set to the half of the transmission range.)
For updating the MAD value, each vehicle estimates an actual coverage range (ACR) [11] . The ACR is equal to the maximum value among distances between the vehicle v and sources of beacons. To provide appropriate ACR, each vehicles update their current ACR using the weighted moving average (WMA) method whenever a vehicle receives a new beacon. Following equation shows the current ACR calculation process. In this equation, ACR curr represents a currently stored ACR value in the vehicle v. SampleACR is equal to the maximum distances from the v to source of beacon among all received beacon including coded repetition in the lifetime of beacon messages (typically set to 100ms). The α controls how quickly the ACR reacts to the changing condition of the network. Since the network condition in vehicular environments is highly dynamic due to node mobility, obstacles and so on, we place the emphasis on the most recent conditions of the network by assigning a small value to α. Therefore, in our simulation experiments, α was set to 0.3. Fig. 4 shows an example of coverage extension by SampleACR. To prevent unnecessary extensions, each vehicle reports the measured ACR by piggybacking with the beacon transmission. Whenever a vehicle receives the beacon, it calculates the average of ACRs collected (denoted by AACR) since the life time of beacon. And finally, if the AACR is larger than the transmission range (denoted by r tx ), a sender decreases MAD by the difference between AACR and r tx in order to avoid unnecessary coverage extension. On the other hand, if the AACR is smaller than r tx , MAD is increased by the difference to reduce the coding overhead [11] .
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Through the NS-2 simulator, the feasibility of the proposed network coding-based beacon repetition scheme was tested. The most recent version of ns-2 can support realistic wireless network environments with a new IEEE 802.11 model for VANETs [12] . IEEE 802.11p standard which is implemented in NS-2.35 is used to MAC and PHY models. The propagation model was set to the probabilistic Nakagami propagation model [13] (the Nakagami propagation model has been verified as one of the most suitable propagation model in VANET environment through measurement based studies). In addition, to create severe fading VANET environments, a Nakagami fading parameter was set to 1. Since the Nakagami propagation model does not include fixed transmission range, the transmission power is set to 21.76dBm that is correspondent transmission power to set 250m transmission range in Two-Ray Ground model [14] . Moreover, two-way highway environments which have 20km length are generated.
In the environments, the number of lanes (for each direction) and the lane width were set to 3 lanes and 5m, respectively. The same velocities of vehicles and random loss ratio were set to 120km/h and 5% for all vehicles, respectively. Vehicles were located along straight highway and the mobility patterns were generated by Freeway model [14] . Finally, the minimum distance between vehicles which drives along same lane was set to 1.5m.
To investigate the performances with various density of vehicles, various simulation scenarios were defined with different network densities and the beacon repetition. In these scenarios, the performance of CANCORE was compared with FCR (Feedback-based Coded Repetition) [4] and RNC (Random Network Coding). In RNC, two beacons are randomly selected for network coding. Moreover, SR (Simple Repetition) [15] protocols were used as baseline protocols for performance comparisons.
B. CATEGORIES OF BEACONS
The proposed network coding method CANCORE provides additional chances to receive beacons transmitted from front vehicles. If CANCORE operates correctly, a vehicle might receive more beacons from front vehicles rather than from other vehicles. Therefore, we investigated the distribution of beacon transmitters' location in order to evaluate the accuracy of proposed CANCORE. Sources of all received and decoded beacons are classified into 3 categories as follows:
(1) A vehicle which drives in front side of the beacon receiver(denoted by Front) (2) A vehicle which drives in rear side of the beacon receiver(denoted by Rear) (3) A vehicle which drives in outside of transmission range of the beacon receiver(denoted by OutTRX ) The Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the beacon transmitters' location. In this simulation, the number of vehicles and beacon repetition were set to 100 and 4, respectively. According to the simulation result, regardless of the network coding schemes, the portion of Front and Rear are higher than the proportion of OutTRX . Beacons transmitted from outside of the receiver's transmission range can be received only when they are selected as coded beacon and the coded beacon are decoded correctly.
Moreover, except the proposed CANCORE, other schemes have similar results in the Front and Rear proportions. A vehicle might have same beacon reception ratio from front and rear side when random loss or collision has not occurred. Because locations of each vehicles were set randomly, portion of received beacons which are received directly is similar. Hence, the gap of these portions can be made due to the number of decoded packets.
FCR and SR dose not reflect the locations of beacon sender when a BO selects two beacons for network coding. Due to this reason, the proportions of the beacon transmitters' location (Front and Rear) are almost similar. However, the proposed CANCORE shows higher proportion of Front(57.3%) than the portion of Rear(31.2%) as expected. Furthermore, the CANCORE's proportion of the Front is 17% and 18.4% higher than FCR(40.3%) and RNC (38.9%), respectively. Since beacons transmitted from front side are selected as the coded beacon more frequently in CANCORE, they can be received from not only native beacon broadcast but also coded repetition.
In particular, the OutTRX ratio in CANCORE is 11.5%, and that of FCR and RNC are 22.2% and 23.4%, respectively. It means that CANCORE reduces the probability of beacons which are transmitted from out of transmission range to be selected as a coded beacon about 50% compared to other schemes. CANCORE maintains the MAD value constantly and the MAD prevents the beacon to be spread out of the onehop distance. Different from CANCORE, a beacon originator in FCS and SR does not reflect the locations of beacon sender when it selects two coded beacon. Due to this reason, the portion of the beacon transmitters' location, Front and Rear are similar. In addition, since the SR does not include any network coding scheme, it cannot receive any beacon from outside of vehicle's transmission range.
Since the above simulation result (Fig. 5 ) represents the portion of beacons which are received through not only network coding but also direct broadcasting, the usability of the network coding is not proved perfectly. Hence, Fig. 6 shows a portion of beacon transmitters' location based on decoded beacons only. Because the SR does not include the network coding technique, CANCORE, FCR and SR are appeared in the Fig. 6 .
Similar to previous experiment, other scheme except CANCORE have similar ratios of the Front and the Rear because FCS and SR dose not reflect the locations of beacon sender. However in CANCORE, two beacons transmitted from the each CodingRegions are selected for network coding, vehicles which drive in the TargetRegions might receive a coded beacon which includes at least one beacon transmitted from its front region.
Therefore, CANCORE certainly tends to select a lot of beacons transmitted from front vehicles as shown in Fig. 6 . 
FIGURE 7. Beacon reception ratio(repetitions=4).
The proportion of the Front and the Rear of CANCORE is 71.3% and 17.2%. On the other hand, other methods have a similar probability the beacon selection between Front and Rear when a BO generates the new coded packet. This experiment shows that the purpose of CANCORE can be successfully achieved.
C. BEACON RECEPTION RATIO
One important consideration of the safety applications is the Beacon Reception Rate (BRR) during the CCH(Control Channel) interval. Therefore, we measured BBR of each method according to various network density and beacon repetition counts. BRR is defined as the ratio which at least one beacon was received from neighbors in each CCH interval regardless to beacon reception methods(direct reception or decoding). Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show measured BRRs according to the number of vehicles and the number of repetition, respectively. In Fig. 7 , the number of repetition was set to 4. And the number of vehicles is set to 100 in Fig. 8 .
As observed in Fig. 7 , the average BRR is decreased as the network density increases regardless of the network coding schemes. However, the BRR increases with the number of repetitions as shown in Fig. 8 . It means that each vehicles VOLUME 5, 2017
FIGURE 8. Beacon reception ratio(vehicles=100).
have more chances to receive lost beacons when number of repetitions is increased even though beacon lost is occurred. In other words, if at least one beacon is successfully received among the repeated beacons in each CCH interval, increased BRR could be measured.
Moreover, the proposed CANCORE has the highest BRR among various network coding schemes and simple repetition scheme as shown in Fig. 8 . When the number of repetition is less than 5, CANCORE increases the average BRR as 3.2% and 7.25% than FCR and RNC, respectively. When the number of repetition is bigger than 6, the gap of BRR between CANCORE and other methods decreases since the repeated transmission could increase the BRR. Although the gap is decreased, CANCORE still has the highest performance among network coding schemes. Finally, if the number of repetition is 10, CANCORE improves the average BRR 2.8% and 5.1% higher than FCR and RNC, respectively.
In SR and FCR, since the BO selects two beacons for network coding without any consideration of beacon senders' location, it could select two beacons transmitted from vehicles which are farther than transmission range. In this situation, although the network coding technique increases beacon transmission range, the BRR is not increased. Different from these schemes, in the proposed CANCORE, the BO restricts the maximum distance between each sender of beacons for increasing beacon reception ratio within one hop communication range. Moreover, the proposed feedback based beacon update method also contributes the BRR increment. Whenever the BO selects incorrect beacons and decoding is failed, the coded beacon receiver informs the reduced BRR of the BO. The BO selects another beacons to make a coded beacon until decoding success ratio is increased.
D. BEACON AGE
Even though BRR can represent the contribution of each network coding schemes for safety application, it still cannot represent the degree of burst beacon drop. Since the burst beacon drop decreases the reliability of safety application, not only BRR but also the freshness of beacons collected at vehicles as the function of the number of repetitions and the vehicle density should be measured. Since the safety application can avoid dangerous situation more effectively with more up-to-date information on neighboring vehicles, the freshness of beacons is a main factor that makes safety applications more valuable. For this purpose, a new metric called the 'beacon age' toward the front vehicles is defined as a measurement of freshness. If a vehicle i received a beacon from its front vehicle n last at time t, the beacon age toward the vehicle n is defined as the time elapsed from t to the instant when the vehicle i receives a new beacon from the vehicle n. In following simulations, a single vehicle closest to the middle of the road is selected and it is allowed to calculate the beacon age toward each of its front vehicles. Fig. 9 shows the measured beacon age according to beacon repetition when the number of vehicles are set to 100. The simulation result shows that CANCORE reduces the average to 5.24% and 3.19% amount of beacon age as compared with RNC and FCR, respectively. Because CANCORE allows the front vehicle to be selected for network coding, more coded beacons could be decoded successfully. Other network coding schemes such as FCR and SR will select two beacons which are transmitted from backward region or outside of transmission range and the beacon receiver couldn't decode the coded beacon when the receiver didn't receive one original beacon. In this case, these network coding schemes waste a lot of chance to reduce the beacon ages. In other words, the proposed CANCORE is able to achieve less beacon age to avoid the channel congestion that will satisfy QoS of safety application.
Furthermore, when density of vehicle is high, the channel can be congested easily since the bandwidth of CCH is limited. To ensure that vehicular safety applications save human lives anytime, the beacon should be delivered even though the channel is congested. Fig. 10 shows that CANCORE has the lowest beacon age among other network coding schemes. It means that BO in CANCORE chooses two native packets which can reduce the beacon age from front vehicles successfully regardless to the density of vehicle. 11 represents the distribution of beacon age using candlestick charting graph. Given the entire set of beacon age values measured in a specific simulation scenario, the average of them is indicated as the center of candlestick body. In addition, the length of the body is set to include 50% of total beacon age values where one half is higher than the average and the other half is lower than the average. Hence, the shorter body indicates that the data are distributed nearer to the average.
As shown in Fig. 11 , proposed CANCORE shows generally shorter bodies as compared to other schemes, which means that CANCORE can satisfy demand for the freshness more consistently. Therefore, the performance of the worst case is also analyzed because safety messages may contains critical information in relation to driver's safety. In a candlestick, the upper and lower wicks indicate the maximum and minimum of beacon age, respectively. As shown in Fig. 11 , the proposed CANCORE shows lower maximum values compared to other schemes. This is because CANCORE utilizes channel resources more effectively by giving higher priority to the vehicle in front as mentioned above.
V. CONCLUSION
There have been a lot of studies in VANETs to support safety applications. In particular, lots of researches have been proposed to increase the reliability of beacon transmission to increase vehicle proximity awareness. However, these studies have mainly contributed to the performance of the network layer and did not reflect the requirements of the application layer. Therefore, a new NC-based repetition scheme called CANCORE (Context-Aware Network COded REpititon) was proposed in this paper.
Proposed CANCORE has two main goal:
• to transmit the beacons from front vehicles as much as possible through network coding
• to prevent unnecessary coverage expansion caused by coded beacon repetition To achieve these two goals while minimizing coding overhead, CANCORE proposed a method of calculating the Network-Coding score and a method of preventing indiscriminate diffusion of beacons. CANCORE divides the transmission area of beacon into four areas, and divides each area into two coding region and two target region. By assigning high priority to the beacons of the vehicles belonging to the coding region, the beacons from the front vehicle have more chances to be delivered to rearward. This approach is also effective in reducing coding overhead because there is a high probability that one of the two beacons used for network coding has been received from the opposite coding region.
Experimental results show that the reception ratio of beacons from front vehicles have increased by 17.5% in average compared to other NC-based repetition schemes. Especially, the beacon of the front vehicle among the beacons obtained through network coding accounted for more than 70%. This is significantly higher than the other NC-based schemes.
In addition, in order to avoid beacon messages to be relayed beyond the original transmission range, CANCORE restricts the maximum distance between the sender and the source of a selected native packet. Since the vehicle transmission range is about up to 250 meters, the information of a vehicle outside the transmission range is not useful in urgent applications like AEB (Automatic Emergency Break), and propagating the information of such a vehicle can cause a waste of communication resources. In particular, through the proposed MAD (Maximum Allowable Distance) and ACR (Actual Coverage Range) calculation method, each node can select beacons to be coded organically according to the rapidly changing topology.
Through ns-2 simulations, the following performances of CANCORE are observed. CANCORE provides a higher accuracy in proximity awareness as compared to the existing schemes. Beacon age measurement experiments have proven that new beacons can be received on average at about 5% shorter time than other methods. CANCORE also achieved an average 3.95% improved beacon reception ratio over other methods. 
